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New York is the birthplace of many basketball players, is the birthplace of Michael Jordan, Spike Lee, Carmelo Anthony. NYC
Scavenger Hunt to bring a new project to commemorate the deep meaning of Jordan Brand in New York. The event will be held
November 4th to 5 day in New York officially began, Jordan Brand to build eight special planning for the wooden box Jordan Spiz'ike
and Jordan Knicks to Melo M8 Jordan Spiz'ike Knicks in New York don't note, the outer box cover has a burst of totem and Spike
Lee representative symbol of laser texturing, texture and Jordan Spiz'ike box Knicks inside the same design, the other two Jordan
Melo M8 box has a Anthony representative mark the box is eye-catching, exquisite pattern Jordan Brand new design, two wooden
box had a separate serial number, the more positively identified 8 pairs of super rare ghost number. J Ordan Brand, for this reason,
eight pairs of super topic shoes hidden in eight mysterious places in New York, will be announced tomorrow in @Jumpman23 twitter
mysterious clues, to be everyone flying fans to dig out with skill 
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YEEZY BOOST 350, with similar streamlined profile and high cost and much loved Adidas AlphaBOUNCE, in addition to the 2016
winter series of a variety of color, and the double exposure of a new "Beige" color. The vamp is made of beige mesh material, which
enhances the breathability and makes the whole street more popular. Besides, the bottom of the BOUNCE also maintains unity with
the same tone. At present, the official has not yet announced the sale of these shoes information.
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